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Should your Company Implement a Student Loan Assistance Program?
The simple answer is yes! By doing so, you’ll attract, retain and engage top college-educated talent at your
company.
Twenty-six percent of the U.S. workforce and 69 percent of 2018 college graduates are encumbered by
student loans, with the national total student loan debt total climbing steadily towards $1.6T. Student loan
assistance has quickly become the #1 benefit desired by college-educated talent. For many, getting out
from under student debt is a more meaningful accomplishment than:
●
●
●

Graduating college
Getting their first job
Receiving a promotion

When employers offer student loan assistance, they quickly notice three improvements:
They Hire Top Talent 13 Percent Faster
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports1 that August’s U.S. unemployment rate was 3.8%, and collegeeducated unemployment2 was even lower at 2.0%, continuing the trend where unemployment rates have
reached their lowest point in over 50 years.
In today’s highly competitive market for talent, offering student loan assistance as a benefit is the best
way for employers to attract the right people, and fast. The Millennial Benefit Preferences Study3 found
that 85 percent of respondents would accept a job offer if student loan repayment was included.
Employee Tenure Increases by 36 Percent
Job hopping is high and replacing talent is expensive and time-consuming. Recruiters must spend both time
and money on finding the perfect replacements, and there is often a decrease in overall company
productivity after an employee departs.
Employers who make contributions to workers’ student debt engage them in a meaningful way, and in turn,
save on costs of recruitment and turnover.
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Gender and Cultural Diversity Improve
Did you know?
●
●

⅔ of student debt is held by women
African Americans and Hispanics, on average, hold two times more student debt than their white
peers

Companies that help pay down student loans can capitalize on a unique opportunity to engage these often
underrepresented groups and accelerate the positive impact of gender and cultural diversity within their
workplace and beyond.
Peanut Butter is a benefit administration firm built from the ground up to help employers attract, retain,
and engage college-educated talent by providing student loan assistance. Are you ready to offer the
benefit that 33% of U.S. workers (and 55% of Millennials) are calling a “must have?” Visit
getpeanutbutter.com today to get started.
1. https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf
2. https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t04.htm
3. https://www.getpeanutbutter.com/download-millennium-benefits-study/

Complying with ERISA 404(c)
According to ERISA, plans intending to comply with 404(c) must ensure that participants: Have the
opportunity to choose from a broad range of investment alternatives (which are adequately diversified);
may direct the investment of their accounts with a frequency which is appropriate; and can obtain
sufficient information to make informed investment decisions. The plan sponsor must provide annual
written notification to participants with its intent to comply with 404(c), and be able to provide the
following:
•

Information about investment instructions (including contact information of the fiduciary
responsible for carrying out participant investment instructions);

•

Notification of voting and tender rights;

•

Information about each investment alternative; and

•

A description of transaction fees and investment expenses.

Compliance with section 404(c) of ERISA protects plan fiduciaries from liability for losses that result from
the investment decisions made by participants. Conversely, failure to comply with 404(c) could result in
liability for losses due to poor investment decisions made by plan participants. To comply with some of the
important requirements of 404(c), you should execute a formal 404(c) policy statement and employee
notice and send the notice at least annually to all employees.
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For more information on complying with ERISA, contact Peter Raskin at 617.728.7433 or
Peter.Raskin@LFG.com.

Are You Ready for an Audit?
Several events can trigger a DOL or IRS audit, such as employee complaints or self-reporting under the
annual submission of the Form 5500. Oftentimes an audit is a random event, which is why you should
always be prepared. Listed below are several key items typically requested in an initial letter sent by the
IRS or the DOL in connection with a retirement plan audit. These items should be readily accessible by the
plan administrator at all times the plan is in operation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan document and all amendments
Summary plan description
Investment policy statement
Copy of the most recent determination letter
Copies of Forms 5500 and all schedules
Plan’s correspondence files (including meeting minutes)
Plan’s investment analyses
ADP and ACP testing results
Most recent account statements for participants and beneficiaries
Contribution summary reports (i.e., evidence of receipt of these monies by the plan's trust)
Loan application, amortization/repayment schedule (for all loans)

If you have questions about preparing for an audit, or need plan design review assistance, please contact
Peter Raskin at 617.728.7433 or Peter.Raskin@LFG.com.

This Month’s Participant Memo

Four Basic Steps for a Successful Retirement
We know that most plan participants are not financial experts, and that can make planning for retirement
difficult. Fortunately, there are some basic steps that you can follow to work toward a successful
retirement.
Learn the basics of saving and investing.
Understand the basic types of investment products, like stocks, bonds, and money market accounts. Each
of these has its risks and rewards, and plan participants should know what those are, and how they can fit
together in an investment portfolio. Plan participants should have a firm grasp on what their retirement
plan offers and how they can benefit from that.
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Avoid common mistakes.
Not diversifying, not rebalancing asset allocations, becoming too emotional, and not having an investment
plan: these are all common errors that you might make. The best way to avoid these mistakes is by starting
with the last item on that list, an investment plan. Developing a sound investment program could be one of
the best paths to retirement.
Focus on three critical components of an investment plan.
While some things, like bull and bear markets, are beyond your control, there are three things you do
control: When to start saving, how much to save, and when to retire. Starting sooner and saving more have
much more to do with a successful retirement than the actual returns their investments make. Deciding
when to retire is crucial, as well. Delaying retirement means more time for investments to potentially
grow.
Monitor the plan, and adjust as necessary.
A strong investment program should evolve as your circumstances change. Changes in income, new family
members, financial windfalls or setbacks, or any other major event in your life should trigger a financial
review to make sure you’re still on track for retirement.
CRN-3074807-050620
This material was created to provide accurate and reliable information on the subjects covered but should not be regarded as a complete analysis of
these subjects. It is not intended to provide specific legal, tax or other professional advice. The services of an appropriate professional should be
sought regarding your individual situation.

To remove yourself from this list, or to add a colleague, please email us at Peter.Raskin@LFG.com or call at 617.728.7433.
Lincoln Financial Advisors is not affiliated with the Retirement Plan Advisory Group. Peter Raskin is a registered representative of Lincoln Financial
Advisors Corp. Securities offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a broker-dealer (SIPC). Investment advisory services offered through
Sagemark Consulting, a division of Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a registered investment advisor. Insurance offered through Lincoln affiliates and
other fine companies. Raskin Planning Group is not an affiliate of Lincoln Financial Advisors. 175 Federal Street, Suite 1050, Boston, MA 02110
617.728.7444
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